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RUSSIAN NESTING DOLLS (60)
|___ Exclusive Collectable Dolls (19)
|___ Traditional (5 pieces) Dolls (32)
|___ Traditional (7 pieces) Dolls (2)
|___ Custom Dolls (7)
RUSSIAN LAQUER BOXES (22)
RUSSIAN SANTAS (38)
EASTER EGGS (8)
CARVED WOODEN TOYS (69)
LAQUER SOUVENIRS (3)
PAINTINGS (14)
TRADITIONAL COSTUMES
|___ For Boys
|___ For Girls
NODDING DOLLS (3)
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Exclusive Collectable Dolls

"Kolobok"

Modele  gmat000002

Galina Russ

5 dolls set.

The design of this doll set is

based on the Russian folk tale

about a little round bun,

Kolobok. It is one of the first

tales that probably every

Russian-speaking child learns.

This set will make a great

present to any child or a whole

family.  

A Russian Fairy Tale 

"Kolobok" - The Little Round

Bun 

" Once upon a time, there

lived an old woman and an old

man who were very poor and

very hungry. The old man

asked the old woman to bake

him a bun.

"How can I do that, old man,"

she asked, "if we don't have

any flour?"

"Go out to the storage shed

and sweep it up, and you will

have enough flour for a bun,"

said the old man. So the old

lady went out to the shed and

swept up a couple of cups of

flour, and baked a small round

bun.

She put the bun on the table

by the window. The bun got

bored just sitting by the

window, so he jumped onto

the window sill, and from there

rolled onto the grass and then

onto the road. The bun

enjoyed rolling along the road.

Soon he rolled past a bunny,

who said,

"Little bun, I am going to eat

you!"

The bun sang, "I am a little
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bun, made from flour swept

from the shed, baked in the

oven and cooled by the

window. I ran away from the

old woman, I ran away from

the old man, and I will run

away from you!"  With this

words, he rolled passed the

bunny and on his way further.

Then the bun saw a wolf, who

said, 

"Little bun, I am going to eat

you!" 

The bun sang, "I am a little

bun, made from flour swept

from the shed, baked in the

oven and cooled by the

window. I ran away from the

old woman, I ran away from

the old man, I ran away from

the bunny, and I will run away

from you!" And so he did. 

Then the bun saw a fox, who

said,

"Hello, little bun, aren't you a

pretty brown thing?" The bun

was pleased by the praise,

and sang, 

"I am a little bun, made from

flour swept from the shed,

baked in the oven and cooled

by the window. I ran away

from the old woman, I ran

away from the old man, I ran

away from the bunny, I ran

away from the wolf, and I will

run away from you!" 

The fox said, "What a nice

song! But I am getting old, and

I can't hear the song very well.

Come here and sit on my

nose, and I will be able to hear

it better." The bun was

flattered that the fox liked his

song, so he jumped up on her

nose and sang,

"I am a little bun!" And the fox

opened up her mouth and

gobbled up the little bun."
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Size: 15cm.

340.00 USD			322.00 USD

Autumn In the Forest

Modele  lmat000015

Lena Sachuk

Russian Custom Nested Doll.

(Matreshka) 5 dolls

Size: 16cm

365.00 USD
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Beautiful Winter

Modele  lmat000011

Lena Sachuk

Nested doll (5 items set)

The other four dolls of this set

will be created according to

your request. You can either

leave it to the discretion of the

artist, pick and chose design

elements from other sets or

just order a customized

design! 

Size: 15cm

368.00 USD
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Childhood

Modele  lmat000001

Lena Sachuk

Russian Nested Doll

(Matreshka). 5 dolls. Girls with

animals.

365.00 USD
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Children playing with pets

Modele  lmat000008

Lena Sachuk

5 dolls.

Size: 15cm

345.00 USD
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Dreaming of you

Modele  amat000001

Alfons Muha

Nested dolls (5 items set)

Size: 15cm

230.00 USD
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Girls with kats

Modele  lmat000009

Lena Sachuk

5 dolls

Size: 15cm

345.00 USD
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Happy Holiday

Modele  lmat000007

Lena Sachuk

5 dolls

Size: 15cm

345.00 USD
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Little Angels

Modele  lmat000014

Lena Sachuk

"Little Angels" is another

perfect work of  Lena Sachuk.

The doll are painted mostly in

monochromatic color scheme.

Make sure to notice all the

wonderful

little details that the artist

created: design and folds of

the  girls' dresses, curled

hairs, beautiful eyes.

Size: 16cm.

360.00 USD
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Nymphs

Modele  amat000002

Alfons Muha

Nested doll (5 items set)

Size: 15cm.

250.00 USD			230.00 USD
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Santa

Modele  lmat000012

Lena Sachuk

Nested doll (5 items doll)

The other four dolls in this set

can be custom designed to

feature your family members

or friends. What a way to

make your holiday season

even more joyful.

If you prefer a traditional

Russian composition, just

leave the design to the

discretion of the artist and you

will receive the most unique

doll set.  

Size: 15cm

368.00 USD
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Summer Amusements

Modele  lmat000006

Lena Sachuk

5 dolls.

Size: 15cm

322.00 USD
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Summer In The Forest

Modele  lmat000013

Lena Sachuk

Summer forest. 

Children are playing together: 

Verochka, Alenka, Irochka,

Sashen'ka and Lusia

Size: 16cm.

350.00 USD
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Sunny Day

Modele  lmat000010

Lena Sachuk

Nested Doll (5 items set)

The other four dolls of this set

will be created according to

your request. You can either

leave it to the discretion of the

artist, pick and chose design

elements from other sets or

just order a customized

design! 

Size: 16cm

345.00 USD
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Ukrainian Village

Modele  lmat000004

Lena Sachuk

This set of dolls was inspired

by the Ukrainian traditional

historical costumes. Folk

costume is a basic element of

a country's culture and craft,

closely tied with its whole

history.

Even though there are

numerous variations of

Ukrainian national costumes,

based on the different regions,

certain components of

Ukrainian folk dress are

universal: shirts, skirts, and

sleeveless jacket or vest. 

Both men's and women's

shirts were sewn from

homespun and home-woven

linen or hempen cloth,

polotno. Folk-shirts were

long-sleeved, and generally

quite lengthy, falling to the

ankles or mid-calf. In most

regions of Ukraine, men's

shirts are worn over the

trousers. Both men's and

women's shirts have their

opening down the center front.

The opening edges of the

women's shirts are minimally

decorated with embroidery,

while the men's shirts are

more heavily embroidered

along both openings, forming

a unified design when the shirt

is closed. 

Skirts are of a wrap-around

style and consist of panels.

Aprons are worn over the skirt.

Generally, female costumes

show greater variety and more

elaborate ornamentation than

male costumes. 

Unmarried women all over
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Ukraine wore their hair in one

or two braids everyday. For

work, young women covered

their head with a kerchief.

When not working, and on

special occasions, maidens

tied their hair back with a

ribbon and inserted flowers

into the ribbon on both sides

of the head. Or they might

cover their head with a wreath

of fresh or artificial flowers

with multicolored ribbons

attached to the back. 

Size: 15cm

322.00 USD
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Village Children

Modele  lmat000002

Lena Sachuk

Russian Nested Doll.

(Matreshka) 5 dolls. Girls,

boys, animals

345.00 USD
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Village Children (2)

Modele  lmat000016

Lena Sachuk

Russian Nested Doll.

(Matreshka) 5 dolls. Girls,

boys, animals.

Size: 15cm.

345.00 USD
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Walk in the Forest

Modele  lmat000003

Lena Sachuk

This set of nesting dolls

represents a group of young

children who are off for a walk

in the forest. Each doll

illustrates a child or even two,

all bundled up in traditional

Russian clothing. They are

holding pets and forest

animals.

The artist took tremendous

effort to show you the beauty

of Russian historic costumes.

The elaborate designs on the

girls’ shawls and mittens, as

well as decorative

embroideries on the coats are

outstanding. The combination

of the sweet faces of these

children with marvelous details

of the work make it an

exceptional piece of art that

would fill with warmth any

interior or add spark to any art

collection.  

Size: 15cm

345.00 USD
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Winter in the village

Modele  lmat000005

Lena Sachuk

5 dolls.

This dolls set is decorated with

paintings of young people

dressed in traditional Russian

winter costumes. Shawls and

coats are decorated with

intricate designs; faces are

blushing from the frost. 

The designs of shawls and

clothing are historically

accurate and are based on the

designs of clothing worn in

Russian village in the

beginning of the 19th century. 

Young people and children

painted holding animals:

kittens, ship and even a rabbit.

The smallest doll depicts a

little girl holding a rag-doll. 

Size: 15cm

345.00 USD
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Traditional (5 pieces) Dolls

Christmas

Modele  tmat000005

Tatiana Morozova

Christmas Theme.

Size: 15cm.

26.00 USD
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Christmas in Russia

Modele  tmat000002

Tatiana Morozova

Russian Nested Doll.

(Matreshka) 5 dolls. Christmas

in Russia. Family.

Size: 15cm.

24.00 USD
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Churches of Russia

Modele  tmat000031

Tatiana Morozova

Nested Doll. 5 Dolls.

Monasteries and Churches of

Russia.

Size: 15cm.

24.00 USD
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Cossack’s Family

Modele  tmat000023

Tatiana Morozova

5 dolls. This set of dolls

symbolizes a Cossack’s family

wearing their traditional

embroidered clothing. 

Cossacks were

peasant-soldiers in Ukraine

and in several other regions of

the former Russian Empire

who, until 1918, held certain

privileges in return for

rendering military service.

They would venture into the

prairie for fighting with

enemies for weeks and then

return home to join their

families and work on the

farms. Cossacks have long

appealed to romantics as

idealizing freedom and

resistance to external

authority, and their military

exploits against enemies of

the Russian people have

contributed to this favorable

image.

Size: 15cm.

24.00 USD
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Family feeding their cats

Modele  tmat000018

Tatiana Morozova

5 dolls. This family decided to

treat their pets to fresh-drawn

milk.

Size: 15cm.

24.00 USD
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Family of Eight

Modele  tmat000030

Tatiana Morozova

5 dolls. Here we have dolls

representing a big village

family with 6 children. The

mother is holding the baby;

the father is feeding the

second youngest child. The

third doll represents one of the

daughters looking after her

younger sister, whish was a

customary thing in the

Russian villages. Children

would usually look after each

other during the day, while

their parents would work on

the fields. 

Size: 15cm.

24.00 USD
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Family of musicians

Modele  tmat000008

Tatiana Morozova

5 dolls.

Family of musicians.

Grandfather playing balalaika.

Size: 15cm.

24.00 USD
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Family pets

Modele  tmat000022

Tatiana Morozova

5 dolls. This set is showing a

family enjoying their pets and

having fun playing with them.

Size: 15cm.

24.00 USD
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Family repairing felt boots

Modele  tmat000014

Tatiana Morozova

5 dolls.  In preparetion for long

winter months, this family is

reparing their felt boots. 

Size: 15cm.

24.00 USD
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Family with cats

Modele  tmat000004

Tatiana Morozova

5 dolls.

Family holding their cats.

Size: 15cm.

24.00 USD
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Farmer’s family

Modele  tmat000009

Tatiana Morozova

5 dolls.

Farmer’s family.

Size: 15cm.

24.00 USD
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Girls wearing Russian folk

costumes

Modele  tmat000011

Tatiana Morozova

5 dolls.

Girls wearing Russian folk

costumes

Size: 15cm.

26.00 USD
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Grandma and grandpa with

their family

Modele  tmat000012

Tatiana Morozova

5 dolls.

Grandmather, Grandfather

and their family.

Size: 15cm.

24.00 USD
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Grandma knitting socks

Modele  tmat000003

Tatiana Morozova

5 dolls:

Grandma knitting socks for her

grandchildren.

Size: 15cm.

24.00 USD
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Grandma with her

grandchildren

Modele  tmat000007

Tatiana Morozova

5 dolls.

Grandma with her

grandchildren.

Size: 15cm.

24.00 USD
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Grandma, Grandpa,

Grandchildren

Modele  tmat000024

Tatiana Morozova

5 dolls. This set of dolls

represents a village family

playing with their house pets:

two cats and a dog.

Size: 15cm.

24.00 USD
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Hospitality

Modele  tmat000017

Tatiana Morozova

5 dolls. In accordance with

Russian folk tradition, this

family is welcoming its guests

into the house with freshly

baked bread and salt. 

Size: 15cm.

24.00 USD
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In the kitchen

Modele  tmat000026

Tatiana Morozova

5 dolls. This dolls set

represents a whole family with

their pets gathering in the

kitchen around some

fresh-drawn mild and cake.

Size: 15cm.

24.00 USD
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In the Russian Bathhouse

Modele  tmat000001

Tatiana Morozova

Dolls of this series are shown

in the bathhouse.

Size: 15cm.

24.00 USD
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My favorite cat

Modele  gmat000001

Galina Russ

Nested Doll. 5 Dolls. My

favorite cat

Size: 15cm.

35.00 USD
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Russian Family Dinner

Modele  tmat000016

Tatiana Morozova

5 dolls. The family is getting

ready to sit down for dinner

with hot tea from the samovar

and fresh bread. Their cat is

rubbing off the mistress’s feet,

asking for a little piece of fresh

bread for himself.

Size: 15cm.

24.00 USD
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Russian Folk Tale of Hen the

Ryaba

Modele  tmat000015

Tatiana Morozova

5 dolls. Russian Folk Tale of

Hen the Ryaba (also known as

“The Speckled Hen and the

Golden Egg”).

Russian Folk Tale of Hen the

Ryaba

Once there lived an old man

and his wife and they had a

speckled hen, named Ryaba.

One day the hen laid an egg

and not a simple egg but a

golden one. The old man tried

to break it and couldn't and his

wife tried to break it and

couldn't, a mouse went by,

wagged her tail, the egg

rolled, fell down and broke.

The old man is crying and his

wife is crying but the hen is

clucking - Don't you cry

grandpa, don't you cry

grandma, I'll lay a new egg,

and not a golden but a simple

one.

Size: 15cm.

24.00 USD
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Russian Folk tale of Turnip

Modele  tmat000010

Tatiana Morozova

5 dolls.

Russian Folk tale of Turnip is

learned by almost every

Russian-speaking toddler. It

teaches about teamwork,

support and friendship.

A tale of Turnip:

An old man planted a turnip. It

grew so big that he could not

pull it out of soil. He called his

old woman, but still they could

not pull out the turnip. They

called the granddaughter, the

dog and the cat but still to no

avail. Then they called the

mouse, pulled all together and

pulled the turnip out. The tale

shows that teamwork and

friendship can solve all

problems.

Size: 15cm.

24.00 USD
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Russian orthodox priest and

his family

Modele  tmat000028

Tatiana Morozova

5 dolls. This set of dolls shows

Russian Orthodox priest,

wearing the traditional robe

and cross, accompanied by

his wife and children.

Size: 15cm.

24.00 USD
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Russian Tale "Gusi-Lebedi"

Modele  tmat000029

Tatiana Morozova

5 dolls. Russian Tale

"Gusi-Lebedi" ( also knows as

“Tale of Geese- Swans”)

The tale is about adventure of

a girl names Alenushka and

her little brother Ivanushka in

the domain of Baba Yaga,

popular character of Slavic

folk tales. The set of the dolls

represents the father, the

mother of the family, two

children and Baba Yaga, who

according to tales practices

witchcraft and likes to steal,

cook, and eat little children. 

Tale of Geese- Swans

Once upon a time lived a

family. One day parents

decided to travel into the city

for the fair and ordered their

daughter Alenushka to look

after her younger brother

Ivanushka.  Distracted by the

game with her girlfriend,

Alenushka completely forgot

about her little brother.

Suddenly she saw that

Ivanushka was taken away by

Geese-Swans. Alenushka

decided to find her brother and

bring him back. On her way

she ran into The Stove and

asked if it saw her brother.

The Stove answered that she

will talk only after Alenushka

tries one of The Stove’s

freshly baked cakes. Being in

too much of a hurry,

Alenushka refused. Next she

met The Apple Tree and

asked it the same question.

The Apple Tree offered some

apples to Alenushka, but

Alenushka said that she would
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not like its apples. The

disappointed Apple Tree did

not help Alenushka either.

Then the girl saw The Milk

River. She asked the river

about her brother, but didn't

want to drink the milk, so the

Milk River refused to help as

well. Soon Alenushka found

herself in the middle of a very

deep forest, in front of a

wooden hut standing on two

chicken legs. It was a house of

Baba Yaga, an old wicked evil

woman practicing witchcraft.

Alenushka saw her little

brother in the hut, grabbed

him and started running away.

Baba Yaga saw that and

ordered Geese-Swans to

chase and catch the children.

Alenushka with her brother ran

and ran and suddenly, they

saw Geese-Swans. Kids ran

to the Milk River and asked it

to hide them. The Milk River

offered Alenushka to drink

some milk and the girl agreed,

so the River hid children.

When Geese-Swans flew back

Alenushka took her brother

and they ran to their house.

Geese-Swans were after them

again, but children came to

the Apple Tree and asked it to

hide them. The Tree agreed

when Alenushka ate its apple.

Next children came to the

Stove and it hid Alenushka

and Ivanushka after the girl

ate a cake. Geese-Swans

tried to get the children but

couldn't, they only burned their

wings and flew back to Baba

Yaga. Finally, children came

home safely and from that

time Alenushka always looked

after her brother.
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Size: 15cm.

24.00 USD

Tale of Goldfish

Modele  tmat000006

Tatiana Morozova

5 dolls.

A tale of Goldfish (by

A.Pushkin, XIX cent): 

tells a story of an old mad who

caught a magic Goldfish that

made wishes come true. The

old man’s wife first demanded

a new trough, then a new

home and so on and so forth.

In the end the Goldfish got

angry and took away all that

she had given. The moral of

the tale is to show that people

need to appreciate what they

already have in their lives.

Size: 15cm.

24.00 USD
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Tea Party

Modele  tmat000019

Tatiana Morozova

5 dolls. This village family is

getting ready for a traditional

tea party complete with

samovar, freshly baked bread

and sweet-scented honey.

Size: 15cm.

24.00 USD
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The Wash

Modele  tmat000013

Tatiana Morozova

5 dolls. The sailor’s family

doing their laundry.

Size: 15cm.

24.00 USD
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Village girls carrying water

from the river

Modele  tmat000020

Tatiana Morozova

5 dolls. Young village girls are

carrying buckets of fresh water

from the nearby river. 

Size: 15cm.

24.00 USD
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What a Catch!

Modele  tmat000021

Tatiana Morozova

5 dolls. Happy family is

greeting grandpa, who returns

after ice fishing with a huge

fish.

Size: 15cm.

24.00 USD
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Winter games

Modele  tmat000027

Tatiana Morozova

5 dolls. These dolls show a

group of young boys and girls

enjoying the outside in the

wintertime, making the

snowman, sledding and

having snowball fights.

Size: 15cm.

24.00 USD
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Young Village Girls

Modele  tmat000025

Tatiana Morozova

5 dolls. This set shows young

village girls on their trip to the

forest. It is a usual amusement

to the village children in the

summer time.  They are

picking flowers, berries and

mushrooms along with

enjoying the company of

dragonflies, butterflies and

ladybugs. These warm and

kind images will make any

interior cozy.

Size: 15cm.

24.00 USD
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Traditional (7 pieces) Dolls

Girls on the river

Modele  tmat000033

Tatiana Morozova

Russian nesting doll 7 pieces

31.00 USD
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Russian Churches1

Modele  tmat000032

Tatiana Morozova

Moscow Church. 7 dolls set.

31.00 USD
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Custom Dolls

Autumn In the Forest

Modele  c_lmat000008

Lena Sachuk

Russian Custom Nested Doll.

(Matreshka) 5 dolls

Size: 16cm

365.00 USD
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Custom Doll for Abby

Modele  c_lmat000001

Lena Sachuk

Custom Nested Doll (5 Items)

created for one of the

customers. 

Order a doll designed created

just for you! We will work

closely with you to develop the

details of the composition to

personalize it as much as

possible. 

Dolls can be painted to feature

faces, occasions or places

dear to your heart.

Possibilities are endless.  Just

ask and for a price of a regular

doll we will create a custom

design for you.

0.00 USD
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Custom doll for Stephanie

Modele  c_lmat000002

Lena Sachuk

Russian Custom Nested Doll.

(Matreshka) 5 dolls

Size: 16cm

0.00 USD
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Custom Doll for Will

Modele  c_gmat000001

Galina Russ

Custom Nested Doll (5 Items)

created for one of the

customers. 

Order a doll designed created

just for you! We will work

closely with you to develop the

details of the composition to

personalize it as much as

possible. 

Dolls can be painted to feature

faces, occasions or places

dear to your heart.

Possibilities are endless.  Just

ask and for a price of a regular

doll we will create a custom

design for you.

0.00 USD
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Custom set with boys

Modele  c_lmat000009

Lena Sachuk

Exclusive nesting custom dolls

for 2 beautiful children.

410.00 USD
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Custom set with girls

Modele  c_lmat000010

Lena Sachuk

390.00 USD
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Summer In The Forest

Modele  c_lmat000007

Lena Sachuk

Russian Custom Nested Doll.

(Matreshka) 5 dolls

Size: 16cm

345.00 USD
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RUSSIAN LAQUER BOXES

"Alexander Nevskiy"

Modele  lb000002

Pavel Golovanov

Media: Papier-mache,

tempera, gold leaf, laquer

Size: 24cm &#1093; 18cm

&#1093; 3cm

397.00 USD
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"Guardian Angel"

Modele  lb000017

Vladimir Molodkin

Media: Papier-mache,

tempera, gold leaf, laquer

Size: 14cm &#1093; 18cm

&#1093; 4,5cm

980.00 USD
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"Hozyayka Mednoy Gori"

Modele  lb000003

Alexander Kalinichenko

Media: Papier-mache,

tempera, gold leaf, laquer

Size: 15cm &#1093; 12,5cm

&#1093; 2cm

288.00 USD
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"Ivan-Tsarevich"

Modele  lb000019

Valentin Tikhomirov

Media: Papier-mache,

tempera, gold leaf, laquer

Size: 24cm &#1093; 18cm

&#1093; 3,5cm

730.00 USD
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"Kacheli"

Modele  lb000011

Vladimir Molodkin

Media: Papier-mache,

tempera, gold leaf, laquer

Size: 24cm &#1093; 18cm

&#1093; 3,5cm

1400.00 USD
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"Magical catch"

Modele  lb000022

Daniil Molodkin

Media: Papier-mache,

tempera, gold leaf, laquer

Size: 24cm &#1093; 18cm

&#1093; 4,5cm

1240.00 USD
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"Out from Egypt"

Modele  lb000013

Vladimir Molodkin

Media: Papier-mache,

tempera, gold leaf, laquer

Size: 24cm &#1093; 18cm

&#1093; 4cm

1300.00 USD
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"Pushkin's tales"

Modele  lb000016

Anatoliy Shirokov

Media: Papier-mache,

tempera, gold leaf, laquer

Size: 24cm &#1093; 18cm

&#1093; 3cm

995.00 USD
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"Remember!"

Modele  lb000020

Vladimir Molodkin

Media: Papier-mache,

tempera, gold leaf, laquer

Size: 24.5cm &#1093; 18,5cm

&#1093; 4cm

1340.00 USD
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"Rozhdestvensky Cathedral"

Modele  lb000006

Alexander Moshkovich

Media: Papier-mache,

tempera, gold leaf, laquer

Size: 13,5cm &#1093; 9cm

&#1093; 2cm

138.00 USD
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"Sadko"

Modele  lb000018

Vladimir Molodkin

Media: Papier-mache,

tempera, gold leaf, laquer

Size: 24cm &#1093; 18cm

&#1093; 4cm

SADKO

In the fable of Sadko, a man

appearing to be a poor

psaltery player, has talents

which are neglected by the

merchants of the City of

Novgorod. However Sadko,

was indeed a very talented

person. This was the reason

that the beautiful Sea

princess, Volkhova, daughter

of Tsar Morskoi, the King of

the Sea, was charmed by

Sandko's music and songs.

Eventually, the princess

Volkhova fell in love with the

psaltery player.

Princess Volkhova gave

Sadko a chance to redeem

himself when betting on the

incidence of golden fish in

Lake Ilmen. Sadko won his

wager, which had been his life

against the wealth of all

merchant ships. He took the

ships and asked the

townspeople to take care of

his wife, Lubava, and set sail.

On his journey, Sadko visited

Venice, Scandinavia, Egypt,

India and many other

countries. But, as the ships

sailed back to Russia, the

wind ceased and the ships

could not move. It was that

then Sadko realized that

because the people had not
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made proper sacrifices to the

Tsar Morskoi, king of the Sea,

the ships now stood still. In

order to save the sailors

Sadko sacrificed himself and

jumped into the water.

Instantly a brisk breeze filled

the sails of the ships and they

sailed away towards home.

Sadko fell to the bottom of the

sea and found himself in the

palace of the Tsar Morskoi.

The King and Queen of the

Sea had heard about Sadko's

musical talents and asked him

to play and to sing for them.

They were overjoyed and

decided to make Sadko stay in

Sea Tsardom and promised

Volkhova to be his bride. But

Sadko told Volkhova that he

couldn't marry her, as he still

loved his wife, Lubava. Upset,

but still loving the psaltery

player, she helped Sadko to

pluck away with the help of a

flock of sea-horses which took

Sadko back to the shore of

Lake Ilmen.

Tired form the journey,

Volkhova sings a lullaby to

Sadko and he falls asleep.

Volkhova kisses him quietly

and disappears into the mist,

thus becoming the river

Volkhova which flows from

Lake Ilmen to the sea.

Sadko's wife, Lubava, who

was waiting for her husband

all that time, was overjoyed to

see her beloved husband

again.

They lived happily aver after.

1300.00 USD
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"Sadko"

Modele  lb000001

Leonig Zuikov

Media: Papier-mache,

tempera, gold leaf, laquer

The fable of Sadko was put

beautifully into verse by

Russian poet Alexander

Pushkin. In the tale, a man

appearing to be a poor

psaltery player has talents that

are neglected by the

merchants of the city of

Novgorod. However, Sadko

was indeed a very talented

person. Sadko's music and

songs charmed the beautiful

Sea princess Volkhova,

daughter of Tsar Morskoi, the

King of the Sea. Eventually,

the princess Volkhova fell in

love with the psaltery player.

This wonderful tale inspired

the artists to create an equally

beautiful lacquer box. 

Read more about Sadko:

Princess Volkhova gave

Sadko a chance to redeem

himself when betting on the

incidence of golden fish in

Lake Ilmen. Sadko won his

wager, which had been his life

against the wealth of all

merchant ships. He took the

ships and asked the

townspeople to take care of

his wife, Lubava, and set sail.

On his journey, Sadko visited

Venice, Scandinavia, Egypt,

India, and many other

countries. But, as the ships

sailed back to Russia, the

wind ceased, and the ships

could not move. It was that

then Sadko realized that
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because the people had not

made proper sacrifices to Tsar

Morskoi, King of the Sea, the

ships now stood still. In order

to save the sailors, Sadko

sacrificed himself and jumped

into the water. Instantly a brisk

breeze filled the sails of the

ships and they sailed away

towards home.

Sadko fell to the bottom of the

sea and found himself in the

palace of Tsar Morskoi. The

King and Queen of the Sea

had heard about Sadko's

musical talents and asked him

to play and to sing for them.

They were overjoyed and

decided to make Sadko stay in

Sea Tsardom and promised

Volkhova to be his bride. But

Sadko told Volkhova that he

couldn't marry her, as he still

loved his wife, Lubava. Upset,

but still loving the psaltery

player, she helped Sadko to

sneak away with the help of a

flock of sea horses, which took

Sadko back to the shore of

Lake Ilmen. 

Tired from the journey,

Volkhova sings a lullaby to

Sadko and he falls asleep.

Volkhova kisses him quietly

and disappears into the mist,

thus becoming the river

Volkhova which flows from

Lake Ilmen to the sea.

Sadko's wife, Lubava, who

was waiting for her husband

all that time, was overjoyed to

see her beloved husband

again.

They lived happily aver after.

196.00 USD
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"Snegurochka"

Modele  lb000015

Valentin Tikhomirov

Media: Papier-mache,

tempera, gold leaf, laquer

Size: 14cm &#1093; 10cm

&#1093; 4,5cm

750.00 USD
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"Snegurochka"

Modele  lb000009

A Shirokov

Media: Papier-mache,

tempera, gold leaf, laquer

Size: 16cm &#1093; 6cm

&#1093; 2cm

138.00 USD
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"Snow Storm"

Modele  lb000010

Alexander Kalinichenko

Media: Papier-mache,

tempera, gold leaf, laquer

Size: 16cm &#1093; 6cm

&#1093; 2cm

380.00 USD
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"Suzdal"

Modele  lb000005

Alexander Kalinichenko

Media: Papier-mache,

tempera, gold leaf, laquer

This work was inspired by the

town of  Suzdal  in Vladimir

region, which is located 210

kilometers north east of

Moscow..

A picturesque romantic town,

where you can at the same

time feel the Russian country

life and enjoy walks around

fairy tale dome convents.

Inside Suzdal the atmosphere

is as if nothing had changed

since the nineteenth century,

goats, chicken and cows

graze freely next to the

Kremlin and monasteries, and

on the grassy lanes. 

The hilly green town, that

looks more like a village, is

very seducing, walking around

is a pleasure, the monasteries

offer dreaming views…

Size: 15cm &#1093; 15cm

&#1093; 2cm

196.00 USD
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"The Batchelor"

Modele  lb000007

Leonig Zuikov

Media: Papier-mache,

tempera, gold leaf, laquer

Size: 14cm &#1093; 14cm

&#1093; 2cm

213.00 USD
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"THE STORY OF THE

SLEEPING BEAUTY"

Modele  lb000014

Vladimir Moshkovich

Media: Papier-mache,

tempera, gold leaf, laquer

Size: 40cm &#1093; 28cm

&#1093; 10cm

THE STORY OF THE

SLEEPING BEAUTY by A.S.

Pushkin

Once upon a time in a land

far, far away an evil queen sat

with her magic mirror in her

hand. She was appalled when

this mirror revealed to her that

she was no longer the most

beautiful in all the land, but

that a young princess was

instead.

In her rage, the evil queen

ordered that the princess be

led deep into the forest, and

then be killed. However, the

old woman assigned the grim

task of leading the beautiful

girl astray took pity upon her

intended victim, and left her in

the forest without killing her. In

the forest the princess found

shelter with seven

"bogatrys"(warriors), and she

lived there very happily. She

had no idea that back in the

castle the wicked queen's

magic mirror had told her the

secret of the girl's

whereabouts, and that the

queen had made plans to

ensure that the princess would

not once again escape her

wrath.

One day the beautiful princess
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was approached by a

seemingly harmless old

woman who offered her a

delicious red apple. The naive

princess never suspected that

it was the evil queen in

disguise, and gladly took the

apple, whereupon her first bite

she fell into a deep, seemingly

irreversible sleep.

All hope was not to be lost.

Far away the great Prince

Yelesei had heard of the fate

befallen his love, and set out

to break this spell which had

cast her into such a deep

sleep. He rode on his horse,

inquiring the moon, the wind,

and the sun, as to where his

princess could be found. He

finally found her sleeping body

encased in a crystal tomb.

Smashing the tomb with his

sword, he broke the evil spell,

and the princess awoke. They

lived happily ever after.

The evil queen however, did

not. She died of grief as soon

as her mirror revealed to her

that the princess would live

happily ever after.

5200.00 USD
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"Travelliers"

Modele  lb000012

Daniil Molodkin

Media: Papier-mache,

tempera, gold leaf, laquer

Size: 18,5cm &#1093; 12,5cm

&#1093; 4cm

520.00 USD
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"Troika"

Modele  lb000008

A Zhukov

Media: Papier-mache,

tempera, gold leaf, laquer

Troika (Russian: “three”), any

vehicle drawn by three horses

abreast, usually a sleigh with

runners but also a wheeled

carriage. The three-horse

team is also known as a

unicorn team. 

In  Russia the troika, drawn by

three horses and driven by an

elegantly clad coachman, was

once the ultimate status

symbol. All three horses were

lightly harnessed, with the

leader, or middle…

 Themes and subjects of the

Fedoskino miniatures are

extremely diverse as well as

creative hand and passion of

miniature-painters. “ Troika” or

the unicorn, one of the

traditional Fedoskino

compositions, is presented

here in all its beauty.  The

composition is characterized

by the numerous and

elaborate details of the design.

 The dark winter sky and the

domes of the church create an

interesting contrast to the

joyful scene in the sled. 

Size: 7,5cm &#1093; 15cm

&#1093; 3cm

311.00 USD
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"Winter Holidays"

Modele  lb000021

Anatoliy Shirokov

Media: Papier-mache,

tempera, gold leaf, laquer

Size: 24.5cm &#1093; 18,5cm

&#1093; 4cm

870.00 USD
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Diptych " the Ascension of our

Lord Jesus Christ"

Modele  lb000004

Svetlana Maleeva

Media: Papier-mache,

tempera, gold leaf, laquer

Size: 14cm &#1093; 17cm

&#1093; 1,2cm

201.00 USD
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RUSSIAN SANTAS
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Arrival of Father Frost

Modele  ldm000013

Lena Sachuk

This cheerful and kind

Russian Santa was created by

the wonderful artist, Lena

Sachuk. Please take a closer

look to make sure you do not

miss any of the complex and

intricate details of the

paintings on the figurine. The

doll itself is a smiling Father

Frost (Russian equivalent of

Santa) with his sack of

presents and holding on to a

walking stick. The sleeves and

lapel of his coat, hat and

mittens are thoroughly

decorated with traditional

Russian floral designs. The

beard of the Farther frost is

decorated with branches of

bright red wild ash berries.

The rest of the statuette is

painted with a scene of a

group of young girls meeting

Father Frost in the forest.  On

the back of the statuette you

can see Father Frost hugging

children and giving away

presents such as books and

toys. On the back, the top part

of the figurine, there is a

frosted window with adorable

faces of girls looking outside

of the house into the darkness

of magical Christmas night. 

This wonderful Russian Santa

will be a unique addition to

any collection or simply a

great gift.

Size: 38cm.

368.00 USD
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Children On the Russian Fair

Modele  ldm000019

Lena Sachuk

This is a carved and painted

stattuate of Father Frost, a

Russian equivalent of  Santa.

The wise face of the old man

is rosy from the frost and filled

with joy.

The lap and the cuffs of the

coat, as well as the hat are

decorated with fur. Also the

hat, the mittens, and the

sleeves of the coat are

adorned by elaborate designs.

This Lena Sachuk’s work was

inspired by traditional Russian

folk fair with all of its treats,

treasures and entertaining

opportunities. 

On the front of the doll you

can see a group of girls

admiring at the shawls and

beads form the jewelry box. 

The girl in the front is trying on

a kokoshnik, a traditional

Russian women’s hair-dress

decorated with embroidery

and gems.  

On the back of the figure, you

can see girls around samovar

with freshly baked pierogies

and strings of ring-shaped

cracknel. Above that children

riding the merry-go-round. 

Size: 40cm

487.00 USD
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Christmas Dream

Modele  gdm000015

Galina Russ

Christmas Dream

Size: 40cm

325.00 USD
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Christmas Eve

Modele  ldm000016

Lena Sachuk

Another creation of Lena

Sachuk, featuring kind and

wise Father Frost ( Russian

Santa). He’s holding a walking

stick in one hand and an

adorable blue-eyed kitten in

the other. Santa’s coat, hat

and mittens are decorated

with elaborate designs.

On the front, you can see a

group of children enjoy some

fruits and playing with their

kitten. In the background you

can see a decorated

Christmas tree and a Russian

Orthodox icon. It is a tradition

to have icons placed in one of

the corners of the main room

of the house, to protect and

bless the family in that house. 

On the back of the statuette,

you can see two girls and their

younger brother playing.

Sisters are having fun with the

jewelry box, trying on beads

and kokoshnik. Their brother

is playing with his wooden toy

horse. Behind them, a gnome

is looking through the window

into the house. Above this

scene is an angel floating in a

winter dark sky and watching

over the children. 

This magical design plot will

evoke warm and joyful feeling

in anyone, whether you add it

to your own collection or

interior; or give someone as a

present. 

Size: 35-38cm.

396.00 USD
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Christmas Eve

Modele  gdm000005

Galina Russ

This doll represents a

traditional Russian styling of

the Father Frost.  Even though

at first glance, he is very strict

and serious looking, children

and forest animals know of his

kindness and fun loving

nature. There is a winter bird

sitting on the palm of his hand.

The front of the statuette is

decorated with the painting of

the Christmas Eve celebration

scene. Galina Russ, the

author, painted several

children who have already

opened their presents and

now enjoying their new toys:

dolls, teddy bears, and balls.

You can almost feel the

warmth and joy of this scene.

There is a decorated

Christmas tree in the

background of this picture. In

the foreground, a boy is

having fun with two playful

cute kittens. 

Size: 23cm.

288.00 USD
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Christmas Eve 1

Modele  ldm000010

Lena Sachuk

Galina Russ, the author of this

statuette of Father Frost (

Russian Santa), was inspired

by the feeling of anticipation

that a Christmas Eve created

in her young grandson.  She

painted this wonderful carving

of Santa with intricate details

and warm and inviting plot. 

The Santa’s face is serious

and wise, but that doesn’t stop

kids and forest animals from

loving him. Everyone knows

he is the kindest creature. The

Father Frost is depicted

holding a little bear cub.

The front and the back of the

figurine are decorated with

with paintings of scenes of

Christmas Eve. In the front,

you see three little children.

The youngest is asleep in his

bed, hugging his stuffed hare. 

The other too are playing and

waiting for the Santa.

On the back of the Santa, two

little village girls are playing

outside. The village, covered

with snow, creates a

wonderful background for

these two adorable faces of

little village girls. Notice their

clothes, how bundled up they

are. They are watching the

winter birds and feeding hares

with apples and carrots. The

facial expressions illustrate

both the excitement and

astonishment from watching

the birds. 

Both on the front and the

back, you can see elements of
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Christmas tree, decorated with

ornaments and colorful beads.

Such a wonderful and warm

item will bring joy to any

interior and smile to any face. 

Size: 23-35cm.

184.00 USD
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Christmas Eve Dreams

Modele  ldm000011

This unique and adorable

Santa was created not by one

artist, but by a whole group. It

was an artistic collaboration

that resulted in this sweet

character.

The lap and the cuffs of the

coat, as well as the hat are

decorated with fur. Also the

hat, the mittens, and the

sleeves of the coat are

adorned by elaborate designs.

Santa’s sack is decorated with

wonderful flowers, an unusual

detail for a character

associated with wintertime.

However, it adds more

mystery and fairy tale feel to

this figurine. 

The front or the figurine is

painted with the following

scene:  There is a baby in the

cradle, sound asleep.  And

around that cradle is the

baby’s dream; gnomes, the

Santa’s helpers are in the

room, taking the gifts out of

the sack and placing around

the room. 

This Santa will warm up any

atmosphere or interior. It will

be a great addition to your

collection or a wonderful

present for anybody. 

Size: 23cm.

207.00 USD
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Christmas Eve with Angels

Modele  ldm000018

Lena Sachuk

Christmas Eve with Angels

Size:

745.00 USD
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Christmas Eve: Gnomes just

wanna have fun

Modele  gdm000011

Galina Russ

This statuette is inspired by a

Christmas Eve’s children’s

dreams all over the world.

Galina Russ, the author of this

work, painted the magical

dream.

 Santa, holding his heavy sack

with gifts, is on his way to visit

children on the Christmas Eve.

Meanwhile, his little helpers-

gnomes are all about fun.

Some of then are playing their

playful tunes on different

musical instruments, while

others have crawled under the

Christmas tree to discover

candy, fruit jam and toys. One

of them is so tired; he fell

asleep right under the tree.

This fun and joyful statuette

will bring warms into any

interior and will be a great

addition to any collection. 

Size: 30cm.

388.00 USD
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Christmas Evening

Modele  gdm000013

Galina Russ

Christmas Evening

Size: 40cm

399.00 USD
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Christmas Night

Modele  ldm000014

Lena Sachuk

This is a statuette of Father

Frost, a Russian equivalent of

Santa. Even though the face

of the Father Frost looks

serious and even strict, his

eyes radiate warmth and love. 

On the front, you can see a

group of children enjoy some

fruits in the company of the

house pets. In the background

you can see a decorated

Christmas tree and a Russian

Orthodox icon. It is a tradition

to have icons placed in one of

the corners of the main room

of the house, to protect and

bless the family in that house. 

On the back of the statuette,

you can see children walking

in the forest, picking berries. It

looks like they came across

Santa’s gift sack left there for

them. It’s full of candy, ripe

apples and toys. 

An artist's work is very

complex and captivating

process. A part of artist's sole,

as well as the positive energy

that was put into the work is

captured in the final product.

Size: 35-38

390.00 USD
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Father Frost

Modele  _dm000001

This wonderful Father

Frost(Russian Santa) statuette

was created by a whole group

of artists, who collaborated

and painted this Santa

together. 

This figurine is a classic

representation of Father Frost.

He looks wise, strong and

strict, just as frost during

Russian winters. Father Frost

is holding a sack with gifts and

a walking stick. 

The amazing details of the

patterns on the coat and the

sack are the focal point of this

work.  However, the artist

created not only the wonderful

ornaments, but also made

sure to create an illusion of

folds and drapes in the fabric

of the coat. 

This exposition arouses warm

feelings and merry holiday

spirit in anyone to take a look

at it. 

Size: 25cm.

160.00 USD
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Father Frost 1 - Russian

Artwork Gift

Modele  gdm000001

Galina Russ

This is a hand carved and

painted doll of Father Frost, or

“Russian Santa”.  Galina Russ

is glad to be able to share with

you her knowledge of Russian

traditions and warms of this

holiday season.

The wise face of the old man

is rosy from the frost and filled

with joy.

The painting on the coat of

this wonderful Father Frost

illustrates the following scene:

village children are running

toward the Father Frost who

just entered the village and

has started handing out

wonderful presents such as

ball, teddy bear, dolls, and

kittens to the kids. The top of

the coat is decorated with

branches of the Christmas

tree embellished with beads

and ornaments.  

Size: 40cm.

345.00 USD
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Father Frost Arrived

Modele  gdm000017

Galina Russ

This is a hand carved and

painted doll of Father Frost, or

“Russian Santa”.  Galina

Russ, the author, is glad to be

able to share with you the

warms of the holiday season.

The wise face of the old man

is rosy from the frost and filled

with joy. He looks serious,

wise and playful at the same

time. The pose of the statuette

is very frolicsome. 

The plot of the design,

decorating the coat of this

Santa is very magical,

dream-like. It depicts Santa’s

little helpers-gnomes playing

around with cat and a rooster

and one of them even flying

atop a gees over the town. 

The design ideas and the

skillfulness of the work are

outstanding. 

This Santa will warm up any

atmosphere or interior. It will

be a great addition to your

collection or a wonderful

present for anybody. 

Size: 35cm

350.00 USD
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Father Frost Arrived

Modele  gdm000002

Galina Russ

Galina Russ, the author of this

wonderful creation devoted

her skills and inspiration to

bring this beautiful and one of

a kind item into your family.

On this statuette of Father

Frost, or “Russian Santa” you

can see design illustrating

New Year's Eve Celebration;

Father Frost giving the

presents he brought with him

to the children. On the back of

the toy, there are children,

playing blind-man's-buff. One

of the boys is blindfolded and

is trying to catch children

running around him. Other

kids are trying to help the boy

who is “it” by ringing a bell and

calling his name. All around

the children, there are little

leverets also playing. This

exposition arouses warm

feelings and merry holiday

spirit.

Size: 40cm.

345.00 USD
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Holiday Dream

Modele  gdm000004

Galina Russ

This is a statuette of a gnome

holding a violin and getting

ready to play his holiday

tunes.

Galina Russ, the artist who

created this unique statuette,

painted a child’s dreams of the

magical New Year’s Eve night.

On the front of the gnome you

will see a sleeping child, with a

doll and a favorite pet- cat by

his side. Above the boy, there

is a window decorated with

intricate pattern of frosting and

a nutcracker doll. On the back

of the toy, in the foreground,

there are gnomes playing

holiday tunes and dancing;

peaceful village covered with

snow, in the background.  On

the back of the doll’s hat, one

of the gnomes is peaking

through the branches of the

Christmas tree.

Size: 40cm.

295.00 USD
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New Year Eve

Modele  gdm000014

New Year Eve

Size: 38cm

387.00 USD
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New Year Holiday

Modele  gdm000016

Galina Russ

New Year Holiday

Size: 30cm

255.00 USD
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New Year Holiday

Modele  ldm000012

Lena Sachuk

Lena Sachuk built the plot of

the painting around the

Russian rural architecture. On

the background of the painting

on this statuette, you can see

traditional buildings of a

church and several village

houses. Children on the

illustration are wearing

traditional Russian clothing of

the 19th century. Girls are

dressed in kokoshniks, Pavlov

shawls, short sheepskin coats,

printed wool sarafans and felt

boots. Boys are wearing hats

with earflaps. The design

shows children playing.

This is an outstanding

example of traditional Russian

art of painting of carved

wooden figurines. This

Russian Santa will brighten

any interior and fill any soul

with joy and warmth of the

holiday season. 

Size: 40cm.

388.00 USD
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New Year's Eve

Modele  ldm000008

Lena Sachuk

Another creation of Lena

Sachuk, featuring kind and

wise Father Frost ( Russian

Santa). A beautiful winter bird

is sitting on his palm. 

The front of the statuette is

decorated with the following

scene: Children are playing by

the window on the New Year’s

Eve, According to Russian

traditions, that’s exactly when

Father Frost arrives and

brings presents for everyone. 

Kids are playing and keeping

an eye, on the village outside

the window not to miss the

Santa. 

An artist's work is very

complex and captivating

process. A part of artist's sole,

as well as the positive energy

that was put into the work is

captured in the final product. A

painted toy can be a wonderful

addition to your interior

decoration and will add to the

warmth and joy to the room. 

Size: 32-35cm.

365.00 USD
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New Year's Eve

Modele  _dm000002

This statuette of Father Frost

(Russian equivalent of Santa)

was created as a result of

artistic collaboration of a group

of artists. 

This Father Frost is a classical

representation of this

well-known and beloved

character. He looks very wise,

serious, yet kind. 

The front is decorated with a

fairy tale like scenery of a New

Year’s Eve. It is Russian

tradition to decorate the

Christmas tree for the New

Year’s Eve night. So the

painting shows two children

decorating a tree with apples

and colorful ornament. There

is a dog by their side, keeping

them company. 

On the background, you can

see a quite village, covered by

snow, with thin clouds of

smoke coming out if the

chimneys of all the houses. 

This scenery almost makes

you feel like you are outside in

a quite beautiful frosty night. It

feels you with warm and joyful

sentiment of holiday season. 

Size: 22cm.

161.00 USD
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New Year's Eve Tea Party

Modele  ldm000004

Lena Sachuk

New Year's Eve is one of the

most favorite holidays in

Russia . According to the

tradition, people gather around

the New Year's Tree, which is

decorated with ripe apples.

They have tea with honey,

kuliches and kulebyakas,

sitting around the samovar. It

was also customary to visit fun

fairs where people could enjoy

the local amusements, such

as riding carrousels, small

circuses and trading folk

crafts. 

Children shown in the front of

Father Frost are dressed in

traditional Russian shirts with

red-black embroidery, typical

for central region of Russian

Empire of the 19 th century.

Size: 38cm.

460.00 USD
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New Years Eve

Modele  gdm000012

Galina Russ

This is a charming work by

Galina Russ. This Russian

Santa is kind, fun looking and

will bring the joy of the holiday

season to any interior and

smile to any face.

The front of the statuette is

decorated with a enjoyable

scene of Russian Santa’s

arrival info the village and

being greeted by the children. 

Wonderful decorated

Christmas tree on the

background illuminates the

scene with its light. 

On the backside of the Santa,

there is a wonderful view of

the village on the background,

and a group of playing

children in the front. The

children are playing

blind-man's-buff. One of the

boys is blindfolded and is

trying to catch children running

around him. Other kids are

trying to help the boy who is

“it” by ringing a bell and calling

his name. 

The whole figurine is

decorated with branches of

Christmas tree covered with

snow, winter birds, squirrels

and branches of bright red

mountain ash.  

This is an outstanding

example of traditional Russian

art of painting of carved

wooden figurines. This

Russian Santa will brighten

any interior and fill any soul

with joy and warmth of the

holiday season. 

Size: 40cm

388.00 USD
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Russian New Year's Eve

Modele  gdm000003

Galina Russ

New Year’s Eve in Russian

Village

Every detail of this complex

piece of art was carefully

researched, planned, and

created by Galina Russ to

make your holidays warm and

joyful. 

Deep blue color and floral

motifs on the Father Frost's

coat are associated with frosty

winter night. You can see

design illustrating New Year's

Eve Celebration; Father Frost

arrived to the village and is

greeted by the children.  He is

handing out the gifts to the

excited kids. One the back of

the toy, there are children

playing blind-man's-buff. One

of the boys is blindfolded and

is trying to catch children

running around him. Other

kids are trying to help the boy

who is “it” by ringing a bell or

just calling his name. All

around the children, there are

little leverets also playing. 

Size: 38cm.

345.00 USD
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Russian Santa

Modele  gdm000008

Galina Russ

This is a charming work by

Galina Russ. This Russian

Santa is kind, fun looking and

will bring the joy of the holiday

season to any interior and

smile to any face. 

He is proudly standing on a

stub, smiling and balancing his

heavy sack full of gifts for kids.

Every part of the surface of

this statuette is decorated and

adorn with intricate designs

and beautiful deep colors. 

The lap of his coat is featuring

the following scene: Santa’s

helper’s- gnomes are asleep,

worn-out after handwork,

assisting Santa in preparation

of the gifts and delivering them

to the kids all over the world. 

Branches of Christmas tree

embellished with colorful

beads on the background, add

to the fairy tale like feel of this

whole figurine. 

Size: 38cm.

315.00 USD
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Santa in blue coat

Modele  gdm000009

Galina Russ

This is a fabulous creation of

Galina Russ. The attention to

the details and illusion of

volume and drapes of the coat

are just amazing on this

figurine. 

This is a statuette of Father

Frost (Russian equivalent of

Santa). The Santa’s coat, hat

and mittens are decorated

with elaborate ornaments. 

Transparent acrylic paints

were used for the painting of

this figurine. The designs are

composed of many different

coats of paint that are layered

gradually, still allowing the

natural color of wood show

through. This technique

creates the sense of profound

and transparent depth to the

colors and the designs on the

dolls. 

 Galina pays tremendous

attention details, to show folds

in the clothing, embroidery

designs on the coats and

mittens, hands and faces.

Another stage of paining is to

make sure that surfaces are

realistic. This Santa is a

wonderful example; just take a

look at the fur on the cuff of

the coat sleeves and edges of

the coat laps. 

The front of this Santa is

decorated with a painting of a

gnome, playing his violin

under the Christmas tree. 

Size: 35cm.

305.00 USD
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Visiting a Gnome

Modele  ldm000002

Lena Sachuk

Pereslavl-Zalesskyi, an

ancient Russian town, is home

to wonderful struc¬tures of the

Spasso-Preobrojenskii Sobor

(cathedral) and has long been

famous, all over Russia, for

child¬ren's toys so skillfully

made by its talented

inhabitants. Lena Sachuk’s

skills and talent has formed

and developed in this

culturally rich area. Her

fabulous hand-made creations

have their real-life origins in

the depths of Russian culture

and history. The present

statuette is a remarkable

example of this interesting

facet of Russian art.

The statuette is of a kind and

wise gnome, holding a violin

and being accompanied by a

dove (known as symbol of

peace) and an owl (symbol of

wisdom). The plot of the

paintings is build around a

child’s dream of visiting

gnomes’ house. On the front

of the doll,  you can see a little

child tucked into his bed and

surrounded by carrying

gnomes. They are showing

him different toys and try to

entertain him. Lower in the

picture, you can see a group

of gnomes under the

Christmas Tree, opening

presents, dancing, and talking

to each other. This innocent

and kind picture will bring joy

to any person or household. 

Size: 40cm.

345.00 USD
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Visiting Gnomes

Modele  ldm000003

Lena Sachuk

Lena Sachuk, the author of

this wonderful creation, is

originally from

Pereslavl-Zalesskyi, where

she developed her skills and

learned of traditional Russian

art of painting wooden dolls,

which Pereslavl is so famous

for. 

This is a statuette of a

Russian Santa, holding a

sack, full of presents for the

children, on his shoulder. The

plot of the painting that

decorates the statuette is

based on the children's fairy

tails about gnomes. Merry

Gnomes- musicians gathered

under the Christmas tree to

play their simple reed pipes

and violins, dance and

celebrate the beginning of the

New Year.  Please take a

closer look at the details on

the statuette’s coat, hat and

mittens. They are decorated

with wonderfully executed

traditional folk designs. The

back of the sack that the

Santa is holding is painted

with winter scenery typical for

Russian rural areas, with

birches and wild ash trees,

covered with snow.

This wonderful example of

traditional Russian art will be a

great present to anybody, and

will bring warms and joy this

holiday season. 

Size: 40cm.

345.00 USD
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Winter Time

Modele  gdm000010

Galina Russ

Galina Russ, the author of this

cheerful and kind Russian

Santa has been working

concentrating in her creative

work on dolls portraying

Father Frost for over five

years. Today, the

development of the exclusive

designs of painted toys is the

core of her work. Artist's work

stands out with its

individuality, unusual warmth,

and the inimitable picturesque.

Characters from author's

paintings always provoke vivid

interest and liking in the

audience. 

Please take a closer look to

make sure you do not miss

any of the complex and

intricate details of the

paintings on the figurine. The

doll itself is a smiling Father

Frost (Russian equivalent of

Santa) with his sack of

presents and holding on to a

walking stick. The sleeves and

lapel of his coat, hat and

mittens are thoroughly

decorated with traditional

Russian floral designs. The

beard of the Farther Frost is

decorated with branches of

bright red wild ash berries. 

The front of the statuette is

painted with a scene of

celebrating Christmas - winter

evening. Young children are

playing with Santa. Along with

children, you can see some of

the animals around them: a

rabbit and a cat. 

An artist's work is very

complex and captivating. A
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part of artist's sole, as well as

the positive energy that was

put into the work is captured in

the final product.

Size: 38cm.

310.00 USD
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Winter Village

Modele  ldm000017

Lena Sachuk

This Father Frost (Russian

Santa) radiates warmth and

joyfulness. His great smile and

kind eyes as if invite you into

the magical world of holiday

fairy tales. 

The hat, sleeves of the coat

and mittens are decorated

with intricate paisley designs

and branches of the trees

covered with snow. Brightly

colored bullfinches are sitting

on the branches, whistling

their songs. 

The front of the toy is painted

with a wonderful scene. There

is a village with its houses and

churches covered with snow in

the background. In the front, a

group of young children are

playing with and petting some

farm animals.  Take a closer

look at the faces of the

children, the expressiveness

of all the features, and the

array of the emotions reflected

on them. 

Size: 38cm.

499.00 USD
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EASTER EGGS

Easter Egg1

Modele  tegg000001

Tatiana Morozova

Easter Egg1

Russian Tale "Gusi-Lebedi"

Russian Tale "Gusi-Lebedi" (

also knows as “Tale of Geese-

Swans”)

The tale is about adventure of

a girl names Alenushka and

her little brother Ivanushka in

the domain of Baba Yaga,

popular character of Slavic

folk tales. The set of the dolls

represents the father, the

mother of the family, two

children and Baba Yaga, who

according to tales practices

witchcraft and likes to steal,

cook, and eat little children. 

Tale of Geese- Swans

Once upon a time lived a

family. One day parents

decided to travel into the city

for the fair and ordered their

daughter Alenushka to look

after her younger brother

Ivanushka. Distracted by the

game with her girlfriend,

Alenushka completely forgot

about her little brother.

Suddenly she saw that

Ivanushka was taken away by

Geese-Swans. Alenushka

decided to find her brother and

bring him back. On her way

she ran into The Stove and

asked if it saw her brother.

The Stove answered that she

will talk only after Alenushka

tries one of The Stove’s

freshly baked cakes. Being in

too much of a hurry,

Alenushka refused. Next she

met The Apple Tree and
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asked it the same question.

The Apple Tree offered some

apples to Alenushka, but

Alenushka said that she would

not like its apples. The

disappointed Apple Tree did

not help Alenushka either.

Then the girl saw The Milk

River. She asked the river

about her brother, but didn't

want to drink the milk, so the

Milk River refused to help as

well. Soon Alenushka found

herself in the middle of a very

deep forest, in front of a

wooden hut standing on two

chicken legs. It was a house of

Baba Yaga, an old wicked evil

woman practicing witchcraft.

Alenushka saw her little

brother in the hut, grabbed

him and started running away.

Baba Yaga saw that and

ordered Geese-Swans to

chase and catch the children.

Alenushka with her brother ran

and ran and suddenly, they

saw Geese-Swans. Kids ran

to the Milk River and asked it

to hide them. The Milk River

offered Alenushka to drink

some milk and the girl agreed,

so the River hid children.

When Geese-Swans flew back

Alenushka took her brother

and they ran to their house.

Geese-Swans were after them

again, but children came to

the Apple Tree and asked it to

hide them. The Tree agreed

when Alenushka ate its apple.

Next children came to the

Stove and it hid Alenushka

and Ivanushka after the girl

ate a cake. Geese-Swans

tried to get the children but

couldn't, they only burned their

wings and flew back to Baba

Yaga. Finally, children came
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home safely and from that

time Alenushka always looked

after her brother.

Size: 30cm.

29.00 USD

Easter Egg2

Modele  tegg000002

Tatiana Morozova

Easter Egg2

Russian Folk tale of Turnip

Russian Folk tale of Turnip is

learned by almost every

Russian-speaking toddler. It

teaches about teamwork,

support and friendship.

A tale of Turnip:

An old man planted a turnip. It

grew so big that he could not

pull it out of soil. He called his

old woman, but still they could

not pull out the turnip. They

called the granddaughter, the

dog and the cat but still to no

avail. Then they called the

mouse, pulled all together and

pulled the turnip out. The tale

shows that teamwork and

friendship can solve all

problems. 

Size: 30cm.

29.00 USD
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Easter Egg3

Modele  tegg000003

Tatiana Morozova

Easter Egg3

Painted in traditional Russian

folk style.  Russian Monastery.

Size: 30cm.

29.00 USD
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Easter Egg4

Modele  tegg000004

Tatiana Morozova

Easter Egg4

Russian Folk  song

"Korobeyniki"

The design of this Easter Egg

is based on the renowned folk

song about traveling

merchants. The packman

(“Korobeynik” in Russian) in

pre-Revolutionary Russia was

a traveling peddler, who

offered small-wares such as

gloves, hairbrushes and

combs, ribbons, lace, threads,

as well as various petty items

necessary in the peasant

household.  

THE PACKMAN

English translations 

Treasure laden am I from far

countries,

Gold brocade and satins rare!

Weary am I, prithee will you

buy from me,

Bargains all, sweet maiden

fair!

Weary am I, prithee will you

buy from me,

Bargains all, sweet maiden

fair!

In yon field let me lie a while,

resting

Till the setting of the sun;

In the gloaming, dark eyed

lady, come to me,

I will show you every one.

Katja came seeking bargains

eagerly,

Haggling over that and this.

So you find I set too high a

price on them,

Why not pay me with a kiss?

On my round I am known for
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fair dealing,

All my wares have cost me

dear;

Yet how can I set my mind on

reckoning,

With my rosy lips so near?

Nought I know how the

packman's trade flourished,

How the maid the man

cajoled,

Were they both contented with

their bargaining?

Neither she nor he has told.

Size: 30cm.

29.00 USD
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Easter Egg: holography

Modele  teggs00008

Tatiana Morozova

Size: 16cm.

27.00 USD
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Easter Egg: holography

Modele  teggs00007

Tatiana Morozova

Size: 16cm.

27.00 USD
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Easter Egg: holography

Modele  teggs00006

Tatiana Morozova

Size: 16cm.

27.00 USD
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Easter Egg: holography

Modele  tegg000005

Tatiana Morozova

Size: 16cm.

27.00 USD
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CARVED WOODEN TOYS

Big Wooden Mashroom

Modele  sw000008

Sergey Blagodarov

This is a carving of one of the

characters one can come

across in Russian Folk tales.

This is starichek-lesovicheck,

or a forest gnome. He is said

to be wise and kind.  Forest

gnome is a character known

not only to protect the forest,

but also to be helpful to

people. He looks like an old

man no larger than the biggest

mushroom in the forest. In the

tales, he is said to choose the

largest mushroom in the forest

as his home. Sometime he is

also represented as a

mushroom with the face of an

old man. In the fare tales, he

would appear on the traveler’s

path in the forest and give

directions or advise. 

According to the folklore, in

the days of old, people used to

say a prayer to this gnome

before setting forth into the

forest for berries and

mushrooms, asking him to

show them the best harvest

and promising not too take to

much.

Size: 15x7cm.

9.00 USD
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Boat

Modele  sw000037

Sergey Blagodarov

Boat

Size: 20cm

111.00 USD
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Boat

Modele  sw000036

Sergey Blagodarov

Boat

Size: 20cm

14.00 USD
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Boat

Modele  sw000029

Sergey Blagodarov

Boat

Size: 30cm

0.00 USD
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Boat

Modele  sw000025

Sergey Blagodarov

Boat

Size: 20cm

14.00 USD
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Candlestick

Modele  sw000030

Sergey Blagodarov

Candlestick

Size: 45cm

0.00 USD
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Candlestick "Russia"

Modele  sw000032

Sergey Blagodarov

Candlestick "Russia"

Size: 40cm

72.00 USD
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Candlestick Man with two

mugs

Modele  sw000027

Sergey Blagodarov

Candlestick Man with two

mugs

Size: 40cm

72.00 USD
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Domovoy- the kind household

spirit

Modele  sw000009

Sergey Blagodarov

The belief in the pagan gods

of nature never quite died out

even after Russians embraced

Christianity. Thus there is a

wide variety of different spirits

of forests, houses, rivers, etc

that are present in the folk art

and are still honored and

respected by some. 

In Russian folklore a domovoy

is a household spirit. He looks

like a tiny old man whose face

is covered with white beard 

There is a domovoy in each

house, and he watch not only

the house itself but all the

inhabitants as well. This spirit

is a big trickster and

mischief-maker: he tickles

sleeping people, squalls,

knocks on the wall, throws

pans and plates – just for the

sake of fun. He is on good

terms with the domovye of the

houses next-door to his own –

until they start pilfering; then

he gets up to protect the

house and the property. 

There are different kinds of the

domovye – their name slightly

changes too, to reflect the

place they inhabit. There is a

dvorovoy who lives in a

courtyard, as well as bannik,

who tends to the bathhouse. 

A domovoy is fond of those

people who take good care of

their property and he does not

like lazy-bones and trollops

and tries to hurt and harm

them in every way. 

Russian domovoy resembles

in many ways the Scottish

brownie. It was represented as

an elongated carved wooden
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statue. 

Size: 12x6cm.

7.00 USD
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Fish

Modele  sw000024

Sergey Blagodarov

Fish

Size: 30cm

15.00 USD
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Fish and Terrapin

Modele  sw000046

Sergey Blagodarov

Fish and Terrapin

Size: 35cm

25.00 USD
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Fisherman with cast

Modele  sw000059

Sergey Blagodarov

Fisherman with cast

Size: 25cm

24.00 USD
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Fishman with cask

Modele  sw000014

Sergey Blagodarov

Fishman with cask

Size: 35cm

72.00 USD
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Forest Gnome

Modele  sw000003

Sergey Blagodarov

Artist Sergey Martinovich

enjoys carving statuettes of

this frolicsome Russian Folk

character. 

This is a carving of a forest

gnome (“starichek-lesovichek”

in Russian, word by word

translation “ forest old man”),

not to be confused with “

Leshiy” ((“ wild man of the

woods”), also traditional in

Russian folklore. Forest

gnome is a character known

not only to protect the forest,

but also to be helpful to

people. He looks like an old

man no larger than the biggest

mushroom in the forest.  In the

tales, he is said to choose the

largest mushroom in the forest

as his home. This forest

gnome is knows as a kind and

wise character that looks after

flowers, berries and

mushrooms in the forest.

Please take a look at the

details of the work. Sergey

Martinovich managed to

portray with great skillfulness

the kindness and warms

associated with this character

in the Russian folklore. 

Size: 18x8cm.

12.00 USD
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Forest Man

Modele  sw000065

Sergey Blagodarov

Forest Man

Size: 16cm

14.00 USD
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Forest Man

Modele  sw000061

Sergey Blagodarov

Forest Man

Size: 16cm

14.00 USD
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Forest Man

Modele  sw000060

Sergey Blagodarov

Forest Man

Size:

0.00 USD
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Forest Man

Modele  sw000052

Sergey Blagodarov

Forest Man

Size: 26cm

25.00 USD
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Forest Man

Modele  sw000051

Sergey Blagodarov

Forest Man

Size: 25cm

25.00 USD
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Forest Man

Modele  sw000049

Sergey Blagodarov

Forest Man

Size: 12cm

11.00 USD
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Forest Man

Modele  sw000048

Sergey Blagodarov

Forest Man

Size: 12cm

11.00 USD
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Forest Man

Modele  sw000045

Sergey Blagodarov

Forest Man

Size: 26cm

38.00 USD
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Forest Man

Modele  sw000041

Sergey Blagodarov

Forest Man

Size: 30cm

36.00 USD
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Forest Man

Modele  sw000040

Sergey Blagodarov

Forest Man

Size: 14cm

14.00 USD
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Forest Man

Modele  sw000039

Sergey Blagodarov

Forest Man

Size: 16cm

14.00 USD
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Forest Man

Modele  sw000038

Sergey Blagodarov

Forest Man

Size: 14cm

14.00 USD
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Forest Man

Modele  sw000015

Sergey Blagodarov

Forest Man

Size: 25cm

0.00 USD
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Forest Man in hat

Modele  sw000050

Sergey Blagodarov

Forest Man in hat

Size: 10cm

11.00 USD
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Forest Man with Stick

Modele  sw000053

Sergey Blagodarov

Forest Man with Stick

Size: 25cm

38.00 USD
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Forest Man1

Modele  sw000018

Sergey Blagodarov

Forest Man1

Size: 14cm

12.00 USD
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Forest Man2

Modele  sw000019

Sergey Blagodarov

Forest Man2

Size: 14cm

23.00 USD
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Forest Man3

Modele  sw000020

Sergey Blagodarov

Forest Man3

Size: 16cm

23.00 USD
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Little Forest Gnome on a Stub

Modele  sw000007

Sergey Blagodarov

This frolicsome carving is a

work by artist Sergey

Martinovich. The amazing

character and details of the

carving are outstanding. 

This is a carved wooden

figurine of a forest gnome

(“starichek-lesovichek” in

Russian, word by word

translation “ forest old man”).

This Russian folk character

should not be confused with “

Leshiy”  (“ wild man of the

woods”), also traditional in

Russian folklore. “ Leshiy”

were the solitary guardians of

the forest and each major

section of the woodlands had

one. As guardians of the

forest, they found no dishonor

in misleading travelers and

playing cruel jokes on them. 

Forest gnome on the other

hand is a character known not

only to protect the forest, but

also to be helpful to people.

He looks like an old man no

larger than the biggest

mushroom in the forest.  In the

tales, he is said to choose the

largest mushroom in the forest

as his home. This forest

gnome is knows as a kind and

wise character that looks after

flowers, berries and

mushrooms in the forest.

According to the folklore, in

the days of old, people used to

say a prayer to this gnome

before setting forth into the

forest for berries and

mushrooms, asking him to

show them the best harvest

and promising not too take to

much. 
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Size: 15x5cm.

12.00 USD
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Man with a mag

Modele  sw000054

Sergey Blagodarov

Man with a mag

Size: 30cm

50.00 USD
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Man with a mag

Modele  sw000047

Sergey Blagodarov

Man with a mag

Size: 30cm

50.00 USD
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Man with a mug

Modele  sw000028

Sergey Blagodarov

Man with a mug

Size: 35cm

72.00 USD
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Man with a mug

Modele  sw000026

Sergey Blagodarov

Man with a mug

Size: 40cm

86.00 USD
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Man with a mug

Modele  sw000022

Sergey Blagodarov

Man with a mug

Size: 25cm

50.00 USD
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Man with a mug

Modele  sw000017

Sergey Blagodarov

Man with a mug

Size: 25cm

50.00 USD
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Man with Barrel

Modele  sw000035

Sergey Blagodarov

Man with Barrel

Size: 50cm

111.00 USD
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Man with barrel

Modele  sw000034

Sergey Blagodarov

Man with barrel

Size: 40cm

72.00 USD
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Man with barrel

Modele  sw000033

Sergey Blagodarov

Man with barrel

Size: 50cm

86.00 USD
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Man with stick

Modele  sw000057

Sergey Blagodarov

Man with stick

Size: 30cm

38.00 USD
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Man with stick

Modele  sw000056

Sergey Blagodarov

Man with stick

Size: 22cm

38.00 USD
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Mashroom

Modele  sw000042

Sergey Blagodarov

Mashroom

Size: 14cm

14.00 USD
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Monk

Modele  sw000043

Sergey Blagodarov

Monk

Size: 25cm

24.00 USD
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Monk

Modele  sw000012

Sergey Blagodarov

Monk

Size: 15x5cm.

12.00 USD
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Monk with candle

Modele  sw000068

Sergey Blagodarov

Monk with candle

Size: 30cm

32.00 USD
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Monk with candle

Modele  sw000055

Sergey Blagodarov

Monk with candle

Size: 25cm

24.00 USD
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Monk1

Modele  sw000044

Sergey Blagodarov

Monk1

Size: 25cm

24.00 USD
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Ñandlestick "Fish"

Modele  sw000013

Sergey Blagodarov

Ñandlestick "Fish"

Size:

25.00 USD
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Old Forest Gnome with a

Walking Stick

Modele  sw000004

Sergey Blagodarov

Artist Sergey Martinovich

enjoys carving statuettes of

this frolicsome Russian Folk

character. 

This is a carving of a forest

gnome (“starichek-lesovichek”

in Russian, word by word

translation “forest old man”),

not to be confused with

“Leshiy” (“wild man of the

woods”), also traditional in

Russian folklore. Forest

gnome is a character known

not only to protect the forest,

but also to be helpful to

people. He looks like an old

man no larger than the biggest

mushroom in the forest.  In the

tales, he is said to choose the

largest mushroom in the forest

as his home. This forest

gnome is knows as a kind and

wise character that looks after

flowers, berries and

mushrooms in the forest.

Please take a look at the

details of the work. Sergey

Martinovich managed to

portray with great skillfulness

the kindness and warms

associated with this character

in the Russian folklore. 

Size: 21x13cm.

35.00 USD
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Old man

Modele  sw000067

Sergey Blagodarov

Old man

Size: 16cm

14.00 USD
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Old Man

Modele  sw000062

Sergey Blagodarov

Old Man

Size: 30cm

38.00 USD
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Owl

Modele  sw000031

Sergey Blagodarov

Owl

Size: 35cm

24.00 USD
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Owl

Modele  sw000006

Sergey Blagodarov

The folklore and superstitions

surrounding owls have passed

down through the centuries of

humankind, from the ancient

times of the Greeks to the

present. The perceptions of

owls are a paradox – which

means something that has two

complete opposites found

together within it. Owls have

been hailed as symbols of

intelligence, yet they also have

been feared and seen as

signs of evil or death.

In Russian folklore, owl was

always portrayed as a wise

bird. It was never necessarily

always kind to people,

sometimes even could be

found by the side of Baba

Yaga, who according to tales

practices witchcraft and likes

to steal, cook, and eat little

children.  

The idea that owls are the

pets of witches also began to

develop in Europe during the

Middle Ages, and persisted

into the Renaissance in some

communities. There was a

belief that a witch often had a

“familiar,” a creature that she

kept not only as a pet but

close friend and companion.

The familiar was often a small

animal, such as a cat, toad,

dog, mouse – or an owl. The

familiar was supposed to be a

demon or even the devil

himself in the form of an

animal.

Size: 11x7cm.

7.00 USD
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Owl-Candlestick

Modele  sw000058

Sergey Blagodarov

Owl-Candlestick

Size: 14cm

24.00 USD
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Russian prince

Modele  sw000023

Sergey Blagodarov

Russian prince

Size: 30cm

36.00 USD
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Sea Turtles

Modele  sw000016

Sergey Blagodarov

Sea Turtles

Size: 20cmx15cm

23.00 USD
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Small boat

Modele  sw000063

Sergey Blagodarov

Small boat

Size: 4cm

8.00 USD
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Small Boat

Modele  sw000010

Sergey Blagodarov

Small Boat

Size: 10x3cm.

5.00 USD
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Small boat2

Modele  sw000064

Sergey Blagodarov

Small boat2

Size: 15cm

8.00 USD
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Small Forest Gnome with a

Walking Stick

Modele  sw000005

Sergey Blagodarov

This frolicsome carving is a

work by artist Sergey

Martinovich. The amazing

character and details of the

carving are outstanding. 

This is a carved wooden

figurine of a forest gnome

(“starichek-lesovichek” in

Russian, word by word

translation “ forest old man”).

This Russian folk character

should not be confused with “

Leshiy”  (“ wild man of the

woods”), also traditional in

Russian folklore. “ Leshiy”

were the solitary guardians of

the forest and each major

section of the woodlands had

one. As guardians of the

forest, they found no dishonor

in misleading travelers and

playing cruel jokes on them. 

Forest gnome on the other

hand is a character known not

only to protect the forest, but

also to be helpful to people.

He looks like an old man no

larger than the biggest

mushroom in the forest.  In the

tales, he is said to choose the

largest mushroom in the forest

as his home. This forest

gnome is knows as a kind and

wise character that looks after

flowers, berries and

mushrooms in the forest.

According to the folklore, in

the days of old, people used to

say a prayer to this gnome

before setting forth into the

forest for berries and

mushrooms, asking him to

show them the best harvest

and promising not too take to
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much. 

Size: 13x7cm.

12.00 USD
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Tiny Fleet

Modele  sw000069

Sergey Blagodarov

Tiny Fleet 

Size: 7cm

70.00 USD
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Village man

Modele  sw000066

Sergey Blagodarov

Village man

Size: 18cm

15.00 USD
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Wooden Frog

Modele  sw000011

Sergey Blagodarov

Wooden Frog

Size: 12x8cm.

7.00 USD
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Wooden ship

Modele  sw000021

Sergey Blagodarov

Wooden ship

Size: 25cm

14.00 USD
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“ Forest Gnome” with a spoon

Modele  sw000002

Sergey Blagodarov

This frolicsome carving is a

work by artist Sergey

Martinovich. The amazing

character and details of the

carving are outstanding. 

This is a carved wooden

figurine of a forest gnome

(“starichek-lesovichek” in

Russian, word by word

translation “ forest old man”).

This Russian folk character

should not be confused with “

Leshiy”  (“ wild man of the

woods”), also traditional in

Russian folklore. “ Leshiy”

were the solitary guardians of

the forest and each major

section of the woodlands had

one. As guardians of the

forest, they found no dishonor

in misleading travelers and

playing cruel jokes on them. 

Forest gnome on the other

hand is a character known not

only to protect the forest, but

also to be helpful to people.

He looks like an old man no

larger than the biggest

mushroom in the forest.  In the

tales, he is said to choose the

largest mushroom in the forest

as his home. This forest

gnome is knows as a kind and

wise character that looks after

flowers, berries and

mushrooms in the forest.

According to the folklore, in

the days of old, people used to

say a prayer to this gnome

before setting forth into the

forest for berries and

mushrooms, asking him to

show them the best harvest

and promising not too take to

much. 
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Size: 25x13cm.

35.00 USD
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“ Forest Gnome” with a

walking stick

Modele  sw000001

Sergey Blagodarov

This figurine, one of the

wonderful works by Sergey

Martinovich, radiates the

warmth and kindness of the

character portrayed and its

role in the Russian folklore. 

This is a carved wooden

figurine of a forest gnome

(“starichek-lesovichek” in

Russian, word by word

translation “ forest old man”).

This Russian folk character

should not be confused with “

Leshiy”  (“ wild man of the

woods”), also traditional in

Russian folklore. “ Leshiy”

were the solitary guardians of

the forest and each major

section of the woodlands had

one. As guardians of the

forest, they found no dishonor

in misleading travelers and

playing cruel jokes on them. 

Forest gnome on the other

hand is a character known not

only to protect the forest, but

also to be helpful to people.

He looks like an old man no

larger than the biggest

mushroom in the forest.  In the

tales, he is said to choose the

largest mushroom in the forest

as his home. This forest

gnome is knows as a kind and

wise character that looks after

flowers, berries and

mushrooms in the forest.

According to the folklore, in

the days of old, people used to

say a prayer to this gnome

before setting forth into the

forest for berries and

mushrooms, asking him to

show them the best harvest
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and promising not too take to

much. 

Size: 16x6cm.

7.00 USD
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LAQUER SOUVENIRS

Bottle Holder

Modele  ts000003

Tatiana Morozova

Size: 32cm.

29.00 USD
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“Romance” Bottle Holder

Modele  ts000001

Tatiana Morozova

Size: 32cm.

29.00 USD
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“Winter Ride” Bottle Holder

Modele  ts000002

Tatiana Morozova

This wonderful bottle holder

can serve as a great

centerpiece on any table.  It’s

made as traditional Russian

nesting dolls, but just tall

enough to fit a bottle inside.

The front is decorated with

scenery of a winter ride.

Size: 32cm.

29.00 USD
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PAINTINGS

Deers Near The River

Modele  ip000007

Igor Moshkin

Deers Near The River.

Watercolor.

380.00 USD
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Deers Near The River

Modele  ip000001

Igor Moshkin

Deers Near The River.

Watercolor.

403.00 USD
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Portrait of Student.

Modele  gp000004

Galina Russ

Portrait of Student. Oil on

canvas

Size: 30x42cm.

255.00 USD
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Portrait of Student.

Modele  gp000003

Galina Russ

Portrait of Student. Oil on

canvas

Size: 50x70cm.

265.00 USD
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Self Portrait.

Modele  gp000002

Galina Russ

Self Portrait. Oil on canvas

Size: 40x50cm.

255.00 USD
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Still Life with Apples

Modele  gp000001

Galina Russ

Still Life with Apples. Oil on

canvas

Size: 50x60cm.

266.00 USD
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The Bear Near The River

Modele  ip000003

Igor Moshkin

The Bear Near The River.

Watercolor.

287.00 USD
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The Dolphins

Modele  ip000005

Igor Moshkin

The Dolphins. Watercolor.

345.00 USD
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The Dolphins

Modele  ip000004

Igor Moshkin

The Dolphins. Watercolor.

345.00 USD
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The Fishing Bears

Modele  ip000002

Igor Moshkin

The Fishing Bears.

Watercolor.

403.00 USD
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The Sea

Modele  ip000008

Igor Moshkin

The Sea. Watercolor.

250.00 USD
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The Ship "Sedov" in The

Arctic Regions

Modele  ip000006

Igor Moshkin

The Ship "Sedov" in The

Arctic Regions. Watercolor.

287.00 USD
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The Tiger Taking The Rest

Modele  ip000009

Igor Moshkin

The Tiger Taking The Rest.

Watercolor.

250.00 USD
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The Wolfes

Modele  ip000010

Igor Moshkin

The Wolfes. Watercolor.

250.00 USD
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NODDING DOLLS

Nodding Doll Ann

Modele  _nd000001

Russian Nodding doll holding

apple.

Size: 12cm.

35.00 USD
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Nodding Doll Ivashka

Modele  _nd000003

Russian Nodding doll holding

accordion.

Size: 11cm.

35.00 USD
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Winter Nodding Doll

Modele  _nd000002

Russian Nodding doll: winter.

Size: 13cm.

35.00 USD
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    Product name                                             Category   Page

"Alexander Nevskiy" - Friday 18 February,            RUSSIAN LAQUER BOX   65

"Guardian Angel" - Saturday 03 June, 20              RUSSIAN LAQUER BOX   66

"Hozyayka Mednoy Gori" - Friday 18 February,         RUSSIAN LAQUER BOX   67

"Ivan-Tsarevich" - Saturday 03 June, 20              RUSSIAN LAQUER BOX   68

"Kacheli" - Saturday 03 June, 20                     RUSSIAN LAQUER BOX   69

"Kolobok" - Monday 07 February,                      Exclusive Collecta    4

"Magical catch" - Saturday 03 June, 20               RUSSIAN LAQUER BOX   70

"Out from Egypt" - Saturday 03 June, 20              RUSSIAN LAQUER BOX   71

"Pushkin's tales" - Saturday 03 June, 20             RUSSIAN LAQUER BOX   72

"Remember!" - Saturday 03 June, 20                   RUSSIAN LAQUER BOX   73

"Rozhdestvensky Cathedral" - Friday 18 February,     RUSSIAN LAQUER BOX   74

"Sadko" - Saturday 03 June, 20                       RUSSIAN LAQUER BOX   76

"Sadko" - Friday 18 February,                        RUSSIAN LAQUER BOX   78

"Snegurochka" - Saturday 03 June, 20                 RUSSIAN LAQUER BOX   79

"Snegurochka" - Friday 18 February,                  RUSSIAN LAQUER BOX   80

"Snow Storm" - Friday 18 February,                   RUSSIAN LAQUER BOX   81

"Suzdal" - Friday 18 February,                       RUSSIAN LAQUER BOX   82

"The Batchelor" - Friday 18 February,                RUSSIAN LAQUER BOX   83

"THE STORY OF THE SLEEPING BEAUTY" - Saturday 03 June, 20RUSSIAN LAQUER BOX   85

"Travelliers" - Saturday 03 June, 20                 RUSSIAN LAQUER BOX   86

"Troika" - Friday 18 February,                       RUSSIAN LAQUER BOX   87

"Winter Holidays" - Saturday 03 June, 20             RUSSIAN LAQUER BOX   88

Arrival of Father Frost - Monday 20 December,            RUSSIAN SANTAS   91

Autumn In the Forest - Friday 06 May, 2005                 Custom Dolls   58

Autumn In the Forest - Tuesday 17 May, 2005          Exclusive Collecta    4

Beautiful Winter - Thursday 17 March, 2              Exclusive Collecta    5

Big Wooden Mashroom - Tuesday 21 December,           CARVED WOODEN TOYS  133

Boat - Thursday 17 March, 2                          CARVED WOODEN TOYS  135

Boat - Thursday 17 March, 2                          CARVED WOODEN TOYS  134

Boat - Thursday 17 March, 2                          CARVED WOODEN TOYS  137

Boat - Thursday 17 March, 2                          CARVED WOODEN TOYS  136

Bottle Holder - Thursday 21 April, 2                   LAQUER SOUVENIRS  207

Candlestick "Russia" - Thursday 17 March, 2          CARVED WOODEN TOYS  139

Candlestick Man with two mugs - Thursday 17 March, 2 CARVED WOODEN TOYS  140

Candlestick - Thursday 17 March, 2                   CARVED WOODEN TOYS  138

Childhood - Monday 25 October, 2                     Exclusive Collecta    6

Children playing with pets - Wednesday 09 Februar    Exclusive Collecta    7

Children On the Russian Fair - Monday 31 January, 2      RUSSIAN SANTAS   92
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Christmas Eve 1 - Monday 25 October, 2                   RUSSIAN SANTAS   97

Christmas Evening - Tuesday 01 February,                 RUSSIAN SANTAS  101

Christmas Eve Dreams - Monday 25 October, 2              RUSSIAN SANTAS   98

Christmas Eve with Angels - Monday 31 January, 2         RUSSIAN SANTAS   99

Christmas Eve: Gnomes just wanna have fun - Monday 31 January, 2    RUSSIAN

SANTAS  100

Christmas Eve - Thursday 23 December                     RUSSIAN SANTAS   94

Christmas in Russia - Thursday 28 October,           Traditional (5 pie   24

Christmas Night - Monday 20 December,                    RUSSIAN SANTAS  102

Christmas - Monday 01 November,                      Traditional (5 pie   23

Christmas Eve - Monday 25 October, 2                     RUSSIAN SANTAS   95

Christmas Dream - Wednesday 02 Februar                   RUSSIAN SANTAS   93

Churches of Russia - Monday 20 December,             Traditional (5 pie   25

Cossack’s Family - Friday 12 November,               Traditional (5 pie   26

Custom Doll for Will - Friday 11 March, 200                Custom Dolls   61

Custom Doll for Abby - Friday 11 March, 200                Custom Dolls   59

Custom doll for Stephanie - Thursday 17 March, 2           Custom Dolls   60

Custom set with girls - Friday 17 March, 200               Custom Dolls   63

Custom set with boys - Friday 17 March, 200                Custom Dolls   62

Deers Near The River - Wednesday 24 August,                   PAINTINGS  210

Deers Near The River - Monday 15 August, 20                   PAINTINGS  211

Diptych " the Ascension of our Lord Jesus Christ" - Friday 18 February, RUSSIAN

LAQUER BOX   89

Domovoy- the kind household spirit - Tuesday 21 December,CARVED WOODEN TOYS  142

Dreaming of you - Thursday 17 March, 2               Exclusive Collecta    8

Easter Egg: holography - Thursday 21 April, 2               EASTER EGGS  131

Easter Egg2 - Tuesday 21 December,                          EASTER EGGS  125

Easter Egg1 - Tuesday 21 December,                          EASTER EGGS  125

Easter Egg: holography - Thursday 21 April, 2               EASTER EGGS  130

Easter Egg: holography - Thursday 21 April, 2               EASTER EGGS  132

Easter Egg: holography - Thursday 21 April, 2               EASTER EGGS  129

Easter Egg3 - Tuesday 21 December,                          EASTER EGGS  126

Easter Egg4 - Tuesday 21 December,                          EASTER EGGS  128

Family feeding their cats - Friday 12 November,      Traditional (5 pie   27

Family of musicians - Monday 01 November,            Traditional (5 pie   29

Family of Eight - Friday 12 November,                Traditional (5 pie   28

Family pets - Friday 12 November,                    Traditional (5 pie   30

Family repairing felt boots - Friday 12 November,    Traditional (5 pie   31

Family with cats - Monday 01 November,               Traditional (5 pie   32

Farmer’s family - Monday 01 November,                Traditional (5 pie   33

Father Frost 1 - Russian Artwork Gift - Friday 24 September,    RUSSIAN SANTAS 
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104

Father Frost Arrived - Wednesday 02 Februar              RUSSIAN SANTAS  105

Father Frost Arrived - Monday 25 October, 2              RUSSIAN SANTAS  106

Father Frost - Monday 25 October, 2                      RUSSIAN SANTAS  103

Fish - Thursday 17 March, 2                          CARVED WOODEN TOYS  143

Fish and Terrapin - Thursday 24 March, 2             CARVED WOODEN TOYS  144

Fisherman with cast - Thursday 24 March, 2           CARVED WOODEN TOYS  145

Fishman with cask - Thursday 17 March, 2             CARVED WOODEN TOYS  146

Forest Gnome - Tuesday 21 December,                  CARVED WOODEN TOYS  147

Forest Man - Thursday 24 March, 2                    CARVED WOODEN TOYS  158

Forest Man - Thursday 24 March, 2                    CARVED WOODEN TOYS  157

Forest Man - Thursday 24 March, 2                    CARVED WOODEN TOYS  159

Forest Man - Thursday 17 March, 2                    CARVED WOODEN TOYS  160

Forest Man in hat - Thursday 24 March, 2             CARVED WOODEN TOYS  161

Forest Man - Thursday 24 March, 2                    CARVED WOODEN TOYS  156

Forest Man - Thursday 24 March, 2                    CARVED WOODEN TOYS  153

Forest Man - Thursday 24 March, 2                    CARVED WOODEN TOYS  150

Forest Man - Thursday 24 March, 2                    CARVED WOODEN TOYS  148

Forest Man - Thursday 24 March, 2                    CARVED WOODEN TOYS  151

Forest Man - Thursday 24 March, 2                    CARVED WOODEN TOYS  152

Forest Man with Stick - Thursday 24 March, 2         CARVED WOODEN TOYS  162

Forest Man - Thursday 24 March, 2                    CARVED WOODEN TOYS  154

Forest Man - Thursday 24 March, 2                    CARVED WOODEN TOYS  155

Forest Man2 - Thursday 17 March, 2                   CARVED WOODEN TOYS  164

Forest Man - Thursday 24 March, 2                    CARVED WOODEN TOYS  149

Forest Man3 - Thursday 17 March, 2                   CARVED WOODEN TOYS  165

Forest Man1 - Thursday 17 March, 2                   CARVED WOODEN TOYS  163

Girls on the river - Thursday 09 June, 20            Traditional (7 pie   56

Girls wearing Russian folk costumes - Monday 01 November, Traditional (5 pie  

34

Girls with kats - Wednesday 09 Februar               Exclusive Collecta    9

Grandma with her grandchildren - Monday 01 November, Traditional (5 pie   37

Grandma knitting socks - Monday 01 November,         Traditional (5 pie   36

Grandma and grandpa with their family - Monday 01 November, Traditional (5 pie  

35

Grandma, Grandpa, Grandchildren - Friday 12 November, Traditional (5 pie   38

Happy Holiday - Wednesday 09 Februar                 Exclusive Collecta   10

Holiday Dream - Monday 25 October, 2                     RUSSIAN SANTAS  107

Hospitality - Friday 12 November,                    Traditional (5 pie   39

In the kitchen - Friday 12 November,                 Traditional (5 pie   40

In the Russian Bathhouse - Thursday 28 October,      Traditional (5 pie   41
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Little Angels - Saturday 30 April, 2                 Exclusive Collecta   11

Little Forest Gnome on a Stub - Tuesday 21 December, CARVED WOODEN TOYS  167

Man with stick - Thursday 24 March, 2                CARVED WOODEN TOYS  178

Man with a mug - Thursday 17 March, 2                CARVED WOODEN TOYS  172

Man with a mug - Thursday 17 March, 2                CARVED WOODEN TOYS  170

Man with a mag - Thursday 24 March, 2                CARVED WOODEN TOYS  168

Man with a mag - Thursday 24 March, 2                CARVED WOODEN TOYS  169

Man with a mug - Thursday 17 March, 2                CARVED WOODEN TOYS  171

Man with a mug - Thursday 17 March, 2                CARVED WOODEN TOYS  173

Man with barrel - Thursday 17 March, 2               CARVED WOODEN TOYS  176

Man with barrel - Thursday 17 March, 2               CARVED WOODEN TOYS  175

Man with Barrel - Thursday 17 March, 2               CARVED WOODEN TOYS  174

Man with stick - Thursday 24 March, 2                CARVED WOODEN TOYS  177

Mashroom - Thursday 24 March, 2                      CARVED WOODEN TOYS  179

Monk - Thursday 24 March, 2                          CARVED WOODEN TOYS  180

Monk - Tuesday 21 December,                          CARVED WOODEN TOYS  181

Monk with candle - Thursday 24 March, 2              CARVED WOODEN TOYS  182

Monk with candle - Thursday 24 March, 2              CARVED WOODEN TOYS  183

Monk1 - Thursday 24 March, 2                         CARVED WOODEN TOYS  184

My favorite cat - Monday 20 December,                Traditional (5 pie   42

New Years Eve - Tuesday 01 February,                     RUSSIAN SANTAS  114

New Year Eve - Wednesday 02 Februar                      RUSSIAN SANTAS  108

New Year's Eve Tea Party - Monday 25 October, 2          RUSSIAN SANTAS  113

New Year's Eve - Monday 25 October, 2                    RUSSIAN SANTAS  112

New Year Holiday - Wednesday 02 Februar                  RUSSIAN SANTAS  109

New Year Holiday - Monday 29 November,                   RUSSIAN SANTAS  110

New Year's Eve - Monday 25 October, 2                    RUSSIAN SANTAS  111

Nodding Doll Ann - Tuesday 07 June, 200                   NODDING DOLLS  224

Nodding Doll Ivashka - Monday 13 March, 200               NODDING DOLLS  225

Nymphs - Thursday 17 March, 2                        Exclusive Collecta   12

Old Forest Gnome with a Walking Stick - Tuesday 21 December,CARVED WOODEN TOYS 

186

Old Man - Thursday 24 March, 2                       CARVED WOODEN TOYS  188

Old man - Thursday 24 March, 2                       CARVED WOODEN TOYS  187

Owl - Thursday 17 March, 2                           CARVED WOODEN TOYS  189

Owl - Tuesday 21 December,                           CARVED WOODEN TOYS  190

Owl-Candlestick - Thursday 24 March, 2               CARVED WOODEN TOYS  191

Portrait of Student. - Tuesday 21 December,                   PAINTINGS  212

Portrait of Student. - Tuesday 21 December,                   PAINTINGS  213

Russian orthodox priest and his family - Friday 12 November, Traditional (5 pie 

 46
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Russian Folk tale of Turnip - Monday 01 November,    Traditional (5 pie   45

Russian Folk Tale of Hen the Ryaba - Friday 12 November, Traditional (5 pie   44

Russian Family Dinner - Friday 12 November,          Traditional (5 pie   43

Russian New Year's Eve - Monday 25 October, 2            RUSSIAN SANTAS  115

Russian Tale "Gusi-Lebedi" - Friday 12 November,     Traditional (5 pie   49

Russian prince - Thursday 17 March, 2                CARVED WOODEN TOYS  192

Russian Santa - Monday 29 November,                      RUSSIAN SANTAS  116

Russian Churches1 - Tuesday 21 December,             Traditional (7 pie   57

Santa - Thursday 17 March, 2                         Exclusive Collecta   13

Santa in blue coat - Monday 29 November,                 RUSSIAN SANTAS  117

Sea Turtles - Thursday 17 March, 2                   CARVED WOODEN TOYS  193

Self Portrait. - Tuesday 21 December,                         PAINTINGS  214

Small boat - Thursday 24 March, 2                    CARVED WOODEN TOYS  194

Small Boat - Tuesday 21 December,                    CARVED WOODEN TOYS  195

Small boat2 - Thursday 24 March, 2                   CARVED WOODEN TOYS  196

Small Forest Gnome with a Walking Stick - Tuesday 21 December,CARVED WOODEN TOYS

 198

Still Life with Apples - Tuesday 21 December,                 PAINTINGS  215

Summer Amusements - Wednesday 02 Februar             Exclusive Collecta   14

Summer In The Forest - Thursday 17 March, 2                Custom Dolls   64

Summer In The Forest - Friday 22 April, 200          Exclusive Collecta   15

Sunny Day - Thursday 17 March, 2                     Exclusive Collecta   16

Tale of Goldfish - Monday 01 November,               Traditional (5 pie   49

Tea Party - Friday 12 November,                      Traditional (5 pie   50

The Bear Near The River - Monday 15 August, 20                PAINTINGS  216

The Dolphins - Wednesday 24 August,                           PAINTINGS  217

The Dolphins - Monday 15 August, 20                           PAINTINGS  218

The Fishing Bears - Monday 15 August, 20                      PAINTINGS  219

The Sea - Wednesday 24 August,                                PAINTINGS  220

The Ship "Sedov" in The Arctic Regions - Wednesday 24 August,         PAINTINGS 

221

The Tiger Taking The Rest - Wednesday 24 August,              PAINTINGS  222

The Wash - Friday 12 November,                       Traditional (5 pie   51

The Wolfes - Wednesday 24 August,                             PAINTINGS  223

Tiny Fleet - Thursday 24 March, 2                    CARVED WOODEN TOYS  199

Ukrainian Village - Wednesday 02 Februar             Exclusive Collecta   18

Village man - Thursday 24 March, 2                   CARVED WOODEN TOYS  200

Village girls carrying water from the river - Friday 12 November, Traditional (5

pie   52

Village Children - Thursday 26 May, 200              Exclusive Collecta   19

Village Children (2) - Monday 25 October, 2          Exclusive Collecta   20
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Visiting a Gnome - Monday 25 October, 2                  RUSSIAN SANTAS  118

Visiting Gnomes - Monday 25 October, 2                   RUSSIAN SANTAS  119

Walk in the Forest - Monday 20 December,             Exclusive Collecta   21

What a Catch! - Friday 12 November,                  Traditional (5 pie   53

Winter games - Friday 12 November,                   Traditional (5 pie   54

Winter in the village - Wednesday 02 Februar         Exclusive Collecta   22

Winter Nodding Doll - Tuesday 07 June, 200                NODDING DOLLS  226

Winter Time - Monday 20 December,                        RUSSIAN SANTAS  121

Winter Village - Monday 31 January, 2                    RUSSIAN SANTAS  122

Wooden Frog - Tuesday 21 December,                   CARVED WOODEN TOYS  201

Wooden ship - Thursday 17 March, 2                   CARVED WOODEN TOYS  202

Young Village Girls - Friday 12 November,            Traditional (5 pie   55

“ Forest Gnome” with a spoon - Tuesday 21 December,  CARVED WOODEN TOYS  204

“ Forest Gnome” with a walking stick - Tuesday 21 December,CARVED WOODEN TOYS 

206

“Romance” Bottle Holder - Tuesday 21 December,         LAQUER SOUVENIRS  208

“Winter Ride” Bottle Holder - Tuesday 21 December,     LAQUER SOUVENIRS  209

Ñandlestick "Fish" - Thursday 17 March, 2            CARVED WOODEN TOYS  185
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